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Augsburg Village
When an established community was faced with census challenges, it
embraced changes in product, pricing, marketing and sales.

Assessment Drives 81% Jump in Move-ins
in First Year
The Situation
Augsburg Village is a faith-based, not-for-profit CCRC in Baltimore, Maryland, that
has been serving seniors since 1892. The community has traditionally enjoyed high
occupancy, a strong wait list and an excellent reputation for healthcare. However, with
aging residents and the economic downturn, its independent living census had declined
in recent years. To return the rate of move-ins above attrition, the community sought
a partner to assess everything from its product and pricing to its marketing strategy,
sales processes and sales team.
In fall 2012 Augsburg engaged Love & Company for a sales and marketing
assessment. We identified opportunities for improvements in four key areas—and
management partnered with us to implement nearly all of them.

Baltimore, Maryland

In one year with
Love & Company,
leads nearly

doubled,
sales increased

81%, and census
increased from

82% to 90%.
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Our Approach
Love & Company reviewed extensive background information and conducted two and
one-half days of on-site interviews and explorations, followed by an internal pricing review
and comparison of Augsburg’s pricing to real estate values in the primary market area.
From this assessment, we created a brand platform that set the tone for all efforts moving
forward.

Repositioning and Rebranding the Community

The new sales package we
developed included more
emphasis on lifestyle benefits,
less of a healthcare-oriented
feel and larger, lifestyleoriented photos that better
highlighted the attractiveness
of the community.
(See Augsburg.org for the
website we developed.)

Augsburg enjoys several strengths—a position as the area’s leading value provider,
financial stability, an excellent reputation of providing faith-based care and an inspiring,
welcoming group of residents. However, the community’s external communications did
not convey these effectively.
We conducted a full rebranding, which included renaming. We recommended simply
using “Augsburg Village” in most external marketing in order to drop the stigma of
“Home” from the community’s name and dispel misperceptions that one had to be
Lutheran to become a resident. We developed a Lutheran affiliation line that also
communicates an openness to all faiths, as well as a benefits-oriented tagline to highlight
our positioning strategy of “Attractive Attentive Attainable.”

•

Old

•

New

Management devoted the resources to enable us to implement a complete rebranding
campaign, from a new logo and consistent signage to new marketing communications.
We conducted a strategic photo shoot and wrote and designed an all-new sales package
and website focused on
Augsburg’s lifestyle benefits.

Increasing Leads
We developed a complete
strategic marketing and
lead-generation program,
balancing cost effectiveness
with the required goals. The
plan expanded referral
efforts and enhanced lead
generation through the
website and Internet. It
included a series of events promoted through targeted direct mail, reallocating a portion
of the budgeted advertising dollars to less-expensive direct mail. The year ended with
78% more new and re-engaged leads than the previous year.

Improving the Look and Feel of the Community
While Augsburg had recently built a beautiful town center and stunning, state-of-theart healthcare center, several aspects of the campus still needed updating to appeal to
today’s senior. We helped the community determine how to expand and renovate smaller
residences that were not selling well. We also recommended changes that would make a
better first impression and help show the community to its best advantage, from more
attractive and plentiful signage to uncluttering the gazebo and computer room.

Improving Sales Team Performance and Processes
Our sales consultants and strategy team worked closely with Augsburg to help hire an
experienced sales director and implement a commission system. We also helped create
model apartments so the sales team always had clean, well-appointed residences available
to show.

“Love & Company
has been great at
listening and really
understanding our
culture. They
created a plan that
effectively addressed
our unique setting
and situation, and
we’re seeing great
results. I consider
them true partners,
who are always very
professional and
consistently
demonstrate the
teamwork necessary
for a marketing
plan to succeed.”

One of the most significant factors in improving the sales process was implementing
the REPS lead management system and training the sales team on its optimal use. With
improved data mining, reporting, lead management and prospecting, the team was
better able to match potential residents with the appropriate apartment and build
greater effectiveness and efficiency into its entire system.
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—Glenn Scherer,
Executive Director,
Augsburg Village
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Results
With leadership willing to change and invest in every aspect of its
marketing and sales efforts, the results in just one year were dramatic.
• Lead generation nearly doubled over the previous year, increasing
from 268 per year to 478.
• Move-ins grew from 16 in 2012 to
29 in 2013, an 81% increase that
not only replaced turnover but
also rebuilt census levels.
• Census rose from 82% to 90%.

What this means for you
If you’re facing census challenges or
struggling to turn leads into sales in a
tough selling environment, Love &
Company is an experienced, full-service
firm that you can trust as a partner to deliver
real, cost-effective results.
Augsburg’s success highlights all a
community can achieve when Love & Company brings its full range of
marketing, lead generation, creative and sales expertise to the partnership.
Please contact Love & Company if you are ready to embrace
change for the better.

Email us at
tbracken@loveandcompany.com

Or, call Tim Bracken

at 301-663-1239
Additional case studies
can be found on our website at
www.loveandcompany.com
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